Artificial Intelligence PTF

• **Highlights from this Meeting:**
  
  – Presentation of the IIC’s *Industrial AI Framework* (Bassam Zarkout, IGnPower)
  
  – Call for a new co-chair (Bobbin Teegarden wishing to retire)
  
  – Report on collaboration with IEEE Standards Association (Claude Baudoin and invited guest Howard Deiner, IEEE)

  • Project P3123, AI Terminology and Data Formats
  
  • New study group on Risk Tiers in AI Implementation

  • Started the process to request a formal liaison between OMG and IEEE

  – Demo of AI taxonomy wiki tool by Nick Stavros (Jackrabbit)

  – Suggestion of taxonomy facets (viewpoints) by Karl Gosejacob

  – Joint session with Ontology PSIG on vocabulary needs (Claude Baudoin) and solutions (Elisa Kendall, Nick Stavros)
Deliverables from this Meeting:
– None (minutes to come)

Future Deliverables (In-Process):
– Unknown

Liaisons
– IEEE Standards Association – in progress, aiming for end of October

Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:
– AI Taxonomy
– Report on related IEEE projects
– Recruitment of new PTF members
– Report on AI and Big Data Expo (Oct. 5-6, Santa Clara, Calif.)
– Is there an RFP in our future?